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CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE

òThanks to those who answered my questions: 

òSteve Bliss,    Oliver Drerup, 

Robert Dumont,    Gautam Dutt, 

Wolfgang Feist,    David Hanson, 

Gene Leger,    J. Ned Nisson, 

Harold Orr,    William Rose



A CHRONOLOGICAL ACCOUNT

òThis presentation will be a chronological 

account of important developments in 

superinsulation techniques from 1972 to 

1986.

òIt will also include details of my personal 

journey through those years.



SUPERINSULATION TIMELINE:  1974-1986



FIVE  SUPERINSULATION  MILESTONES

1.  The 1970s energy crises led engineers to    

recalculate optimum insulation R-values.

2.  Researchers discovered the importance of airtight 

constructionand developed the blower door.

3.  Buildersdeveloped ways to build high-R walls, to 

reduce thermal bridging, and to limit air leakage. 

4.  Researchersmonitored the performance of model 

superinsulated homes, verifying what worked.

5.  Manufacturersdeveloped and began selling blower 

doors, HRVs, and low-e glazing.



THESE MILESTONES WERE MET BY 1985

òBy 1985, North American builders 

interested in superinsulation had access 

to enough research data, had developed 

the techniques, and were able to 

purchase the required building materials 

necessary for building high-performance 

homes.



WE STILL HAVENõT IMPLEMENTED THE BASICS

òAlthough all of these superinsulation 

milestones had been attained by 1985, these 

breakthroughs were not widely implemented.

òDuring the 1990s, the accomplishments of the 

superinsulation pioneers were largely forgotten.

òEven today, North Americans builders have 

failed to implement simple 30-year-old cost-

effective strategies to reduce home energy use.



WHY ?

òWhy were these accomplishments 

ignored ñespecially in the U.S. ñ

and forgotten?

òMainly because of who these 

superinsulation pioneers were é



IGNORED AND FORGOTTEN

òThey were hippies and Canadians.



1972:  THE LIMITS TO GROWTH

ò In 1972, the Club of Rome published an 

influential report, The Limits to Growth.



1972:  THE LIMITS TO GROWTH

ò The book predicted that future economic growth 

would be limited by resource shortages.

ò The Limits to Growth:  òAccepting the nature-

imposed limits to growth requires no more effort 

than letting things take their course and waiting to 

see what will happen.  The most probable result of 

that decision é will be an uncontrollable decrease 

in population and capital. The real meaning of 

such a collapse is difficult to imagine.ó



1973:  I TAKE AN ENGINEERING COURSE

òAs a Yale undergraduate in 1973, I took an 

engineering department course called òThe 

Next Thirty Years.ó 

òThe course analyzed the Club of Romeõs Limits 

to Growthreport and weighed predictions of a 

looming energy crisis.



1973:  I TAKE AN ENGINEERING COURSE

òTaught by Professor Arvid Herzenberg, the 

course investigated whether ònatural resources 

may run short, and how technology and society 

could reactó ðtopics now referred to by the 

shorthand phrases òglobal warmingó and òpeak 

everything.ó

òIn 2009, Professor Herzenberg said, òI think 

the Club of Rome had it absolutely dead right.ó



1972:  THE LIMITS TO GROWTH

In 1972, the CO2

concentration in the 

atmosphere was 326 ppm. 

This graph predicted that 

by 2000, CO2 would reach 

380 ppm, a concentration 

that was actually reached 

in 2004. 

The current (2010) level 

is 392 ppm.



1973:  THE OPEC OIL EMBARGO

òThe OPEC oil embargo caused 

the price of oil to rise from 

$3.56 a barrel in October 

1973 to $11.65 in January 

1974.

òPresident Nixon declared that 

the U.S. will achieve energy 

independence by 1980.



1974:  PRINCETON HOUSE DOCTORS

òIn 1974, Princeton Universityõs Center for 

Energy and Environmental Studies received a 

federal grant to study residential heat loss.

òAt the Center, Ken Gadsby, Gautam Dutt, David 

Harrje, and Frank Sinden ña group later known 

as the òPrinceton House Doctorsó ñperformed 

research leading to an understanding of how 

air pressure dynamics affect heat loss in 

buildings.



1975:  LYNGBY HOUSE, DENMARK

ò In 1975, Vagn Korsgaard and T.V. Esbensen, 

researchers from the Technical University of 

Denmark, built a one-story demonstration house, 

the òZero Energy House,ó in Lyngby, Denmark.



1975:  LYNGBYHOUSE, DENMARK

òAccording to Rob Dumont, this was òprobably 

the first superinsulated house in the world.ó

òRoof and wall insulation: 12 to 16 in. thick.

òDouble-glazed widows with insulating 

shutters.

òFlat-plate solar thermal collectors connected 

to an 8,000-gal. storage tank.


